
Key Stage 2 -  Spring 2 2018 

 

English   

In English, we will be continuing our work around ‘The 

Victorians’. We will being using our learning from 

school and our trip to Hartlebury Museum to inform 

our writing around non-chronological reports. This will 

being with making a leaflet for Hartlebury Museum. 

We will be creating factual texts around an area of 

Victorian history and writing biographies of famous 

Victorians.  

The children will be learning about the structures of 

this style of writing and applying it to their own. They 

will also be developing their sentence structure skills 

by using fronted adverbials and relative clauses to 

add extra information and detail to their work as well 

as structuring their writing using paragraphs for each 

section of their reports. 

In reading, we will be trialing new guided reading    

sessions in school to allow the children to read more 

regularly in a group and develop their confidence in 

reading aloud, as well as improving their inference 

skills.  

Maths 

In maths, we will be moving onto looking at fractions 

and decimals.  

In Year 4, the children will begin by looking at    

practical examples of fractions and then explore 

equivalent fractions, fractions of shapes, counting in 

fractions, adding fractions and finding fractions of 

amounts. We will then explore decimal numbers by 

ordering them on number lines, placing them on place 

value grids and by looking at what happens to whole 

numbers when you divide them by 10 and 100. 

In Year 3, the children will begin by interpreting 

data from pictograms, bar charts and tables before 

moving on to measuring lengths as well as adding and 

subtracting lengths to find perimeters.  We will 

then explore unit and non-unit fractions by looking 

at practical examples to 

make a whole.   

 

Religious Education    

 

In R.E this half term, all of the children will be learning about the Christian season of Lent. 

Year 4— The children will explore some of the customs and practices associated with the celebration of the 

Season of Lent. Through the life and teaching of Christ they will learn about prayer, fasting and almsgiving 

and the forgiveness that God offers to those who believe in him. 

In Year 3—The unit is designed to help the children appreciate that 

during Lent Christians resolve to change and try to become more like 

Christ. The children will be introduced to new Gospel stories about  

Jesus bringing change into the lives of people he encountered. 

 

 



Our work will be based around the following key question which links to our 

topic: ‘Would you want to live in Redditch now or during the Victorian times?’  

Science 

In science, we will be learning about ‘sound’. They will be learning about what 

sound is and how we experience it in the world around us. We will explore the 

parts of the human ear and how these work together to help us hear. We will 

look at how to change the pitch of a note made by an object and discover how 

sound can travel from one place to another. 

History 

During our topic, we will be thinking about the 

contributing factors in our towns rapid           

development.  We will be exploring the     effect 

the Industrial   Revolution had on Redditch and 

how the Needleworks supported the growth of 

the area.  Using the experiences from our trip to 

Hartlebury  Museum, we will look at how daily life 

has changed for ordinary people from the      

Victorians up to the present day. We will be researching about different 

modes of Victorian transport  and how these developed through the Victorian 

era. We will then research and debate which was the most important          

advancement in  Victorian technology and discuss which has had 

the most   impact on our lives today.    

Finally, we will look at the life of Queen Victoria herself. 

 

Art/DT 

We will be 

looking at 

the work 

of William 

Morris and 

some of his wallpaper designs.  We 

will be using polystyrene tiles to 

create a repeated print in order 

to design, create and evaluate 

wallpaper of our own. 

Computing 

This half term, we will be  

continuing to develop our coding 

skills by looking at debugging. The 

children will have to solve a series 

of problems where code has been 

written incorrectly and have to fix 

it using the skills which they have 

gained this year. We will also be 

using our research skills on the 

laptops to help us find out more 

about the Victorian period. 

 

This term’s topic is ‘Victorians’ 

HOMEWORK   
We would like you to base your homework project this half term around a   
religious Easter Garden.   

Homework to be in by Friday, 23rd March. 
 

English 
Please continue to practise your child’s spellings and read their book with them 

at home; this has a significant impact on their learning and development. Last 

half term, it was evident which children had been working hard to learn their 

spellings and practise reading at home so a big well done to those                 

children, please keep it up.  Reminder: book change day is Tuesday and new 

spellings will be given out on this day too. Spelling tests will be on a Monday. 

Maths 
 

At home, please continue to practise times tables with the corresponding  

division facts with your children.  ‘My Maths’ homework will also be set each  

week.  
 

PE 

PE for Maple and Horse Chestnut 

Classes is on Tuesday and      

Wednesday afternoons. PE for Oak 

Class is on Friday afternoon. 

The children MUST have kits and it  

would be very helpful if they could 

also have their name written or sewn 

into the inside of their kits to make 

it easier for staff when returning 

lost kit to its owner.  Please ensure 

your children have suiting outdoor 

clothing for the time of year. 

Music  

All children will be continuing with 

their ukulele lessons. As a result, 

they will be building on the skills 

that they developed over the last 

half term. This will support them 

with playing and performing in both 

solo and ensemble contexts, using 

their voices and playing the  

ukulele with increasing  accuracy, 


